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1. Research topic and The Purpose  

Topic:Is musical film valid for acquiring conversational English？ 

Purpose and background 

➡Japanese people are not good at English conversation. 

➡I would like to propose a new way of learning English 

conversation！ 

➡I can research with some specific scenes from a film. 



2. Research method 

1】collect and analyze about “the cause that Japanese  high 

school students cannot speak English.” 

2】pick up multiple scenes in which English conversations are 

memorable. 

3】let some high school students perform 

the conversation of the scene. 
・to see the effectiveness
・conducting an 　   
    awareness surveys



3. Result of the reseach 

Questionnaire by
media supporting 
college entrance 
examinations for 
high school students

Which English ability do you want to improve most?  

Speaking  

Listening  

Writing  

Reading  



4. Summary 

❈：It shows that the ability that middle and high school students 

want to develop most is the ability to speak. 

→For English conversation practice that cannot be learned in 

regular classes, it is  necessary to use musical films that show 

the expressions in which memorable phrases are used and have 

the students practice them. 



5. Conclusions and Outlook for future 

Conclusions：On learning English conversation, high school 

students can learn everyday English conversation through 

musical movies. 

 

Outlook for future：I will norrow down the work to one piece and 

conduct verification with it.➡conduct an awareness surveys 

several times. 

＋find out more about related papers and initiatives. 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ご清聴ありがとうございました。 Thank you for listening. 


